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We study the orbitally frustrated singlet-triplet models that emerge in the context of spin-orbit
coupled Mott insulators with t42g electronic configuration. In these compounds, low-energy magnetic
degrees of freedom can be cast in terms of three-flavor “triplon” operators describing the transitions
between spin-orbit entangled J = 0 ionic ground state and excited J = 1 levels. In contrast to a
conventional, flavor-isotropic O(3) singlet-triplet models, spin-orbit entangled triplon interactions
are flavor-and-bond selective and thus highly frustrated. In a honeycomb lattice, we find close
analogies with the Kitaev spin model – an infinite number of conserved quantities, no magnetic
condensation, and spin correlations being strictly short-ranged. However, due to the bosonic nature
of triplons, there are no emergent gapless excitations within the spin gap, and the ground state is
a strongly correlated paramagnet of dense triplon pairs with no long-range entanglement. Using
exact diagonalization, we study the bosonic Kitaev model and its various extensions, which break
exact symmetries of the model and allow magnetic condensation of triplons. Possible implications
for magnetism of ruthenium oxides are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Frustrated magnets where competing exchange in-
teractions result in exotic orderings and spin-liquid
phases [1–3] has been a subject of active research over
the years. In general, the magnetic moments in solids
are composed of spin and orbital angular momentum,
with rather different symmetry properties of interactions
in spin and orbital sectors. While the spin-exchange pro-
cesses are described by isotropic Heisenberg model, the
orbital moment interactions are far more complex – they
are strongly anisotropic in real and magnetic spaces [4–6]
and frustrated even on simple cubic lattices. The physical
origin of this frustration is that the orbitals are spatially
anisotropic and hence cannot simultaneously satisfy all
the interacting bond directions in a crystal.
In late transition metal ion compounds, the bond-
directionality and frustration of the orbital interactions
are inherited by the total angular momentum J = L+S
[5]. Consequently, the low-energy “pseudospin” J-models
may obtain nontrivial symmetries and host exotic ground
states. The best example of this sort is the emergence of
the Kitaev honeycomb model [7] in spin-orbit coupled
Mott insulators of transition metal ions with low-spin
d5(S=1/2, L=1) [8, 9] and high-spin d7(S=3/2, L=1)
[10, 11] electronic configurations, both possessing pseu-
dospin J = 1/2 Kramers doublet in the ground state.
The present paper studies the consequences of orbital
frustration in another class of spin-orbit Mott insulators,
which are based on transition metal ions with low-spin
d4(S=1, L=1) electronic configuration such as 4d-Ru4+
and 5d-Ir5+. In these compounds, spin-orbit coupling
λL · S favors non-magnetic J = 0 ionic ground state,
and magnetic order – if any – is realized via the conden-
sation of excited J = 1 triplet states [12, 13]. Near a
magnetic quantum critical point, where spin-orbit cou-
pling and exchange interactions are of a similar strength
and compete, magnetic condensate can strongly fluctu-
ate both in phase and amplitude, as it has been observed
in d4 Mott insulator Ca2RuO4 [14, 15].
A minimal low-energy model describing the J = 0
Mott insulators is a singlet-triplet model, which can be
written down in terms of three-flavor “triplon” operators
Tα with α = x, y, z [12]. Distinct from a conventional
triplet excitations in spin-only models, the spin-orbit en-
tangled triplons keep track of the spatial shape of the
t2g orbitals. Therefore, their dynamics is expected to be
flavor-and-bond selective and frustrate the triplon con-
densation process. In broader terms, J = 0 Mott insu-
lators provide a natural route to a phenomenon of frus-
trated magnetic criticality [3].
The bond-directional nature of triplon dynamics is
most pronounced in compounds with 90◦-exchange ge-
ometry as, e.g., in honeycomb lattice Li2RuO3 [16] with
RuO6 octahedra sharing the edges. Previous work [12,
17] has already addressed singlet-triplet honeycomb mod-
els, and found that the frustration effects can strongly de-
lay triplon condensation, or suppress it completely in the
limit when only one particular triplon flavor out-of-three
Tα is active on a given bond. Here, we perform a com-
prehensive symmetry analysis and exact diagonalization
of the model in this limit, where it features a number of
properties of Kitaev model. For instance, we observe that
the model has an extensive number of conserved quan-
tities, magnetic correlations are highly anisotropic and
confined to nearest-neighbor sites. We also find that the
model is closely related to the bilayer spin-1/2 Kitaev
model [18–20]. However, unlike the Kitaev spin-liquid
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2with emergent non-local excitations, the ground state of
the model is a strongly correlated paramagnet smoothly
connected to the non-interacting triplon gas, and the low-
est excitations are of a single-triplon character at any
strength of the exchange interactions.
We analyze the model behavior also in the parame-
ter regime where singlet-triplet level is reversed (formally
corresponding to the sign-change of spin-orbit coupling),
and find that triplon pairs condense into a valence-bond-
solid (VBS). This state is identical to the plaquette-VBS
phase of hard-core bosons on kagome´ lattice [21]; this
is not accidental, since the symmetry properties of the
model allow a mapping of triplon-pair configurations on
honeycomb lattice to a system of spinless bosons on dual
kagome´ lattice. Further, adding the terms that relax the
model symmetries, we find a rich phase diagram includ-
ing the magnetic and quadrupolar orderings.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II introduces
the model and sketches its derivation. In Sec. III we
analyze the model symmetries and find analogies to the
Kitaev honeycomb model. The phase diagrams and spin
excitations are studied in Secs. IV and V – for the simpler
one-dimensional (1D) analog of the model providing use-
ful insights, and the full model on the honeycomb lattice,
respectively. Sec. VI summarizes the main results.
II. HONEYCOMB SINGLET-TRIPLET MODEL
We consider a transition metal ion with four electrons
on t2g level, e.g. Ru
4+. Spin-orbit coupling results in a
multiplet structure shown in Fig. 1(a). A minimal model
for magnetism of such van Vleck-type ions includes the
lowest excited Jeff = 1 states |T±1〉 and |T0〉, in addition
to the ground state Jeff = 0 singlet |s〉. It is convenient to
work with three triplon operators Tα of Cartesian flavors
(“colors”) α = x, y, z. Using the above Jz eigenstates,
they are defined as
Tx =
1
i
√
2
(T1−T−1), Ty = 1√2 (T1 +T−1), Tz = iT0, (1)
and together form a Cartesian vector T . A constraint
nx + ny + nz + ns = 1 with nα = T
†
αTα and ns = s
†s
is implied. Spin-orbit splitting reads then as a chemical
potential for Tα bosons: λnT = λ (nx + ny + nz).
As illustrated in Fig. 1(b), local magnetic moment is
composed of two terms, M = M1 + M2, where M1
originates from dipolar-active transitions between s and
Tα states [12]:
M1 = 2
√
6v = −
√
6 i (s†T − T †s), (2)
while M2 is derived from triplon-spin J = −i(T † × T )
with g-factor 1/2:
M2 =
1
2J = − 12 i (T † × T ). (3)
In Eq. (2), v = − 12 i(s†T −T †s) keeps track of the imag-
inary part of T (real part of T carries a quadrupolar
moment).
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FIG. 1. (a) Energy levels of t42g configuration in LS coupling
scheme. Low-energy Jeff = 0 singlet and Jeff = 1 triplet form
the local basis of our effective model. (b) The magnetic mo-
ment consists of dominant van Vleck-type contribution M1
residing on the Jeff = 0↔ 1 transition, and a smaller contri-
butionM2 carried by Jeff = 1 triplet. (c) Top view of the hon-
eycomb lattice of edge-shared RuO6 octahedra in A2RuO3.
Cubic axes x, y, z pointing from Ru towards O ions, as well
as the three types (red, green, blue) of nearest-neighbor bonds
in the honeycomb lattice are indicated. (d) Hopping within
Ru2O2 plaquette of a z-bond proceeds through direct over-
lap of d orbitals (left) or indirectly via oxygen ions (right).
(e) Kitaev-like pattern of active bond colors for the interac-
tion K in Eq. (10) in the direct-hopping case. On z-bonds,
the blue-color triplons Tz are active, etc. (f) Complementary
xy-type pattern for the interaction K˜ emerging in the case
of indirect hopping; on z-bonds, the red (Tx) and green (Ty)
color triplons are active.
Triplon interactions are derived from Kugel-Khomskii-
type exchange Hamiltonian, projected onto singlet-triplet
3basis [12, 17]. In honeycomb lattice of the edge-shared
RuO6 octahedra, see Fig. 1(c), there are two types
of electron exchange processes, generated by (i) a di-
rect hopping t of d-electrons between nearest-neighbor
(NN) Ru ions, and (ii) indirect hopping t˜ via oxygen
ions, as depicted in Fig. 1(d). Consider, for exam-
ple, direct t-hopping; for a z-type bond, it reads as
−t(d†xy,idxy,j + H.c.). Second order perturbation theory
gives the exchange Hamiltonian, written in terms of spin
S = 1 and orbital L = 1 operators of d4 configuration:
H(z)ij =
t2
U
[
(Si · Sj + 1)L2ziL2zj−L2zi−L2zj
]
. (4)
Next, one has to calculate the matrix elements of opera-
tors in Eq. (4) between Jeff = 0 and Jeff = 1 wavefunc-
tions [12], and represent them in terms Tα and s. For ex-
ample, SzL2z =
√
8
3 vz, while S
x/yL2z =
√
2
3 vx/y+
1
2Jx/y,
with “van-Vleck” moments v and triplon-spin J already
defined above. The projected Hamiltonian (4) takes the
form of H(z)ij = 83 t
2
U (h2 + h3 + h4)
(z)
ij . It contains two-,
three-, and four-triplon operator terms:
h
(z)
2 = vzivzj +
1
4
(vxivxj + vyivyj), (5)
h
(z)
3 =
1
8
√
3
2
(vxiJxj + vyiJyj) + (i↔ j), (6)
h
(z)
4 =
3
32
(JxiJxj + JyiJyj) +
1
32
Q3iQ3j , (7)
where Q3 = (nx+ny−2nz)/
√
3 is a quadrupole operator
of Eg symmetry. Interactions H(x)ij and H(y)ij for x- and
y-type bonds follow from symmetry. The largest term in
the above Hamiltonian is represented by vzivzj coupling
in h2; physically, this is Ising-type coupling between van-
Vleck moments.
Indirect hopping via ligands −t˜(d†yz,idzx,j + H.c.) gen-
erates triplon Hamiltonian of the same form, H˜(z)ij =
3 t˜
2
U (h˜2 + h˜3 + h˜4)
(z)
ij . In contrast to the above case, how-
ever, a dominant term here is represented by xy-type
coupling (vxivxj + vyivyj) in h˜2 (explicit forms of the
other terms can be found in Ref. [12]).
The full models H and H˜ are clearly rich but compli-
cated; considering their dominant terms represented by
Ising- and xy-type couplings between v-moments should
provide some useful insights. Even though these cou-
plings look as simple quadratic forms, the hard-core na-
ture of triplons and their bond-directional anisotropy
lead to nontrivial consequences [12, 17].
We introduce the bond operator Oαij = 4vαivαj , which
in terms of singlet s and triplon Tα operators reads as:
Oαij = T †αisis†jTαj − T †αisiT †αjsj + H.c. (8)
We recall that s and Tα are subject to local constraint
ns + nT = 1. Alternatively,
Oαij = T †αiTαj − T †αiT †αj + H.c., (9)
where T † = T †s is a hard-core boson with nT ≤ 1. In
terms of Oαij , a minimal singlet-triplet model Hamilto-
nian can concisely be written as
H =
∑
i
ET nTi +
∑
〈ij〉α
[KOαij + K˜(Oα¯ij +Oα¯ij)]. (10)
Here, the color α ∈ {x, y, z} is given by the direction
of the bond 〈ij〉, and α¯, α¯ are the two complementary
colors; e.g., for z-type bond 〈ij〉z one has α = z, while
α¯ = x and α¯ = y. As derived, the model parameters are
ET = λ, K =
2
3 t
2/U , K˜ = 14K +
3
4 t˜
2/U .
The K (K˜) term in Eq. (10) features Kitaev-like
(xy-type) symmetry, with one (two) active components
of T -vector on a given bond. The resulting color-and-
bond selective interaction patterns K and K˜ are shown
in Fig. 1(e) and Fig. 1(f), correspondingly. At K = K˜,
the model is equivalent to a conventional O(3) singlet-
triplet models [22] that appear, e.g., in low-energy de-
scription of a bilayer Heisenberg system. In this isotropic
limit, the model is free of frustration and would undergo
a magnetic transition at large enough coupling strength
K ∼ ET . In this paper, the Kitaev-like model with K-
term, where triplon dynamics is most frustrated, is of
primary interest. In particular, we are interested in the
nature of magnetically disordered ground state at strong
coupling limit of K  ET . In real materials, an admix-
ture of the complementary interaction K˜ is expected, and
we will consider its impact on the phase behavior of the
model.
III. SYMMETRY PROPERTIES AND LINKS TO
KITAEV HONEYCOMB MODEL
The color–bond correspondence of the above model in
the K 6= 0, K˜ = 0 case is strongly reminiscent of the
Kitaev honeycomb model. In this section, we focus ex-
clusively on this limit, draw the corresponding analogies,
and find an exact link between our model and a particular
variant of bilayer Kitaev model.
A. Extensive number of conserved quantities
In the Kitaev-like limit of the model in Eq. (10), i.e.
K˜ = 0, the number of Tα stays either even (0 and 2) or
odd (1) on a bond of direction α. The parity of this num-
ber is thus a conserved Z2 quantity that can be formally
written as
Pij = (1− 2nαi)(1− 2nαj) (11)
with nαi counting Tα-triplon number on site i. Being as-
sociated with the individual bonds, the parities form an
extensive set of conserved Z2 quantities that decompose
the Hilbert space into subspaces with fixed bond-parity
configurations. The total Hilbert space dimension equals
44N for a system with N sites. With one Z2 conserved
quantity per bond (amounting to 32 per site), the aver-
age subspace dimension is reduced to 4N/2
3N
2 = (
√
2)N .
This is actually the same scaling as in the case of the Ki-
taev honeycomb model [7], where the conserved Z2 quan-
tities are associated with hexagonal plaquettes (giving 12
of Z2 quantity per site) and the average subspace dimen-
sion thus becomes 2N/2
N
2 = (
√
2)N . In accord with in-
tuitive expectation, our numerical calculations found the
ground state to have all-even bond-parity configuration.
B. Mapping to hardcore bosons on a dual lattice
When working in the subspaces with fixed bond par-
ities, most of the 4N configurations of triplons on the
honeycomb lattice of size N are irrelevant. To remove
this redundancy in the description, here we develop an
auxiliary particle representation by mapping to a system
of spinless hardcore bosons on dual (kagome´) lattice.
For simplicity, we limit ourselves to the case of all-
even bond parities, similar one-to-one mappings can be
found also in the other cases. The mapping is illus-
trated in Fig. 2(a). A given bond of the honeycomb
lattice can either be occupied by a pair of triplons of
the proper color or be empty. These two states are rep-
resented by the presence/absence of a hardcore boson b
on the corresponding dual lattice site. Starting from a
b-configuration, the state of a given honeycomb site can
be uniquely reconstructed by checking the surrounding
kagome´ sites for b bosons. Either (i) one of them is found,
selecting one of the Tα states with α depending on the
bond occupied by the b boson, or (ii) none is present,
corresponding to the “empty” states s. The constraint
for the b bosons is now evident – a nearest-neighbor pair
of b at the dual lattice is forbidden.
Altogether, we can formulate the Hamiltonian for the
b bosons on the dual lattice as
Hdual =
∑
i
[2ETnb −K(b+ b†)]i + U
∑
〈ij〉
nbinbj , (12)
where i runs through the sites of the kagome´ lattice, and
the repulsive interaction with U → ∞ enforces the con-
straint of “no nearest-neighbor occupation” for b bosons.
Without this constraint, the sum of local Hamiltonians in
(12) would be easy to diagonalize leading to bond eigen-
states that involve |ss〉 and |TαTα〉 pairs. In the form
of Eq. (12), the peculiarity of the model is fully exposed
– the K interaction forms bond dimers that communi-
cate via constraint only. Adding intersite hopping terms
b†i bj in the model would generate boson dispersion and
phase relations between them on different sites, leading
to a superfluid condensate; however, we have so far no
clear microscopic mechanism that would result in such a
triplon-pair hopping process.
Finally, let us recall that the above Hdual is valid for
the all-even sector only; the formulation of the constraint
in the other cases is more complicated.
C. Local nature of the spin correlations
Similarly to the Kitaev model, the presence of the lo-
cal conserved quantities has consequences for the spin
correlations, both of van Vleck moments of Eq. (2)
as well as triplon spins entering Eq. (3). Let us
consider static correlations of the type 〈MαMα〉 =
Z−1
∑
n〈n|MαMα|n〉 e−βEn or the corresponding dy-
namic correlations. The eigenstates |n〉 of Eq. (10) with
K˜ = 0 have fixed bond-parity configurations. When act-
ing by the α-component of the van Vleck moment op-
erator M1α ∝ (s†Tα − T †αs) on a given site, the bond
parity of the attached α-bond is switched. Bond par-
ities are conserved by the Hamiltonian, the introduced
parity defect is thus immobile, and to get back to origi-
nal parity configuration, one has to act with M1α either
at the same site or on the second site of the affected α-
bond. Therefore, 〈MαMα〉 correlator is strictly zero be-
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FIG. 2. (a) Sample triplon configuration on the honey-
comb lattice (left) and the corresponding configuration of
spinless hardcore bosons b (black dots) on a dual kagome´ lat-
tice (right). In the case of all-even bond parities depicted
here, the presence of a T -dimer with a proper color (i.e. same
as that of the bond) is represented by b boson on the dual
lattice. No nearest-neighbor pairs of b on a kagome´ lattice
is allowed. (b) Equivalent spin- 1
2
bilayer model realizing the
singlet-triplet basis on interlayer vertical bonds that are sub-
ject to Heisenberg interaction J = ET . In the model, Kitaev
interaction K active on intralayer bonds (such as 1 − 2 and
1′ − 2′) is complemented by a Kitaev interaction −K of op-
posite sign, acting on interlayer cross links (such as 1 − 2′
and 1′−2). Vertically adjacent hexagonal plaquettes p, p′ are
used to construct the conserved quantities.
5yond a nearest-neighbor distance. Similarly, the triplon
spin operator −i(T † × T ) flips parities of two attached
bonds, the original bond-parity configuration therefore
has to be restored by acting at the same site. As a re-
sult, the Kitaev-like limit of the model is characterized
by nearest-neighbor only correlations of the magnetic mo-
ments (stemming from the van Vleck component match-
ing the bond color), and a localized nature of the dynamic
spin response. This mechanism is completely analogous
to the Kitaev model, where a spin flip introduces two
localized fluxes [7].
D. Links to the Kitaev honeycomb model
In the previous Secs. III A and III C we have noticed
several striking similarities between the bosonic K-model
and Kitaev’s model for spins-12 residing on the honey-
comb lattice. A deeper connection of the two models can
be thus anticipated, motivating the search for a spin- 12
equivalent of our model that could reveal such a link.
A natural search direction is the class of bilayer spin- 12
systems with Heisenberg interlayer interaction forming a
local singlet-triplet basis on the interlayer rungs.
Indeed, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (10) can be exactly
mapped onto spin- 12 bilayer honeycomb system with the
interactions K and K˜ transforming into nearest-neighbor
intralayer links and second nearest-neighbor interlayer
links as depicted in Fig. 2(b). For K˜ = 0, the Hamil-
tonian involving the nearest-neighbor bond 1-2 and the
adjacent one 1′-2′ in the other layer reads as
H121′2′ = ET (S1S1′ + S2S2′)
+K(Sα1 S
α
2 + S
α
1′S
α
2′)−K(Sα1 Sα2′ + Sα1′Sα2 ). (13)
The first two terms form nothing but a pair of Ki-
taev models linked by vertical Heisenberg bonds. This
so-called bilayer Kitaev model was recently studied in
Refs. [18–20]. The last term in Eq. (13) provides addi-
tional Kitaev-like cross-links of the sign opposite to the
intra-layer Kitaev interaction and, as we find later, dras-
tically changes the behavior of the system from that of
standard bilayer Kitaev model.
With the above mapping, we are ready to consider the
relations between various local conserved quantities. The
single layer Kitaev model conserves the product of spin
operators at a hexagonal plaquette [see Fig. 2(b)]
Wp = 2
6Sx1S
y
2S
z
3S
x
4S
y
5S
z
6 . (14)
In a bilayer Kitaev model, one has to construct products
WpWp′ of Kitaev’s Wp for vertically adjacent plaquettes
[18]. These conserved Z2 quantities bring about certain
features of Kitaev physics to the bilayer Kitaev model.
In the case of our model (13), the extra Kitaev-like cross-
links are present. However, the products WpWp′ are still
conserved, as can be verified by a direct calculation. Sur-
prisingly, this does not make them yet another set of con-
served quantities. In fact, it turns out that WpWp′ are
merely products of our bond parities Pij
WpWp′ = P12P23P34P45P56P61 (15)
in the original formulation, and appear as a simple con-
sequence of the bond-parity conservation in the model.
The above connection also translates the all-even par-
ity configuration of the ground state into the absence
of fluxes in the ground state, i.e. WpWp′ = +1 for all
plaquettes. The local symmetries of our model are thus
more powerful than in the Kitaev model or its simple bi-
layer extension. Intuitively it may be expected that this
denser covering by local conserved quantities will lead
to less entangled (more factorized) ground states, as we
indeed find below.
As a side remark, we note that while the Hamilto-
nian (10) contains a balanced combination of hopping
and pair terms, differing only by the sign [see Eq. (9)], it
is possible to generalize the above mapping to the case
AT †αTα − B T †αT †α + H.c. with A 6= B. The resulting
spin- 12 interactions consist of H121′2′ of Eq. (13) with
K = 12 (A+B) and an additional four-spin interaction
∆H121′2′ = 2(A−B)(S1 × S1′)α(S2 × S2′)α. (16)
By introducing symmetric off-diagonal exchange Γij =
Sxi S
y
j +S
y
i S
x
j (for a z bond, x and y-bond expressions are
obtained by cyclic permutation), it can be brought to a
form 2(B−A)(Γ12Γ1′2′ −Γ12′Γ1′2) resembling somewhat
the structure in Eq. (13). All the arguments concern-
ing conserved quantities remain valid also in the A 6= B
case, because the original interactions in expressed using
the T particles manifestly conserve bond parities. For
example, despite the complicated structure of Eq. (16),
it commutes with the plaquette products WpWp′ keeping
them still conserved.
IV. KITAEV-LIKE SINGLET-TRIPLET ZIGZAG
CHAIN
Before studying the full model on the honeycomb lat-
tice, we first focus on its one-dimensional analog. The 1D
system is more accessible to numerics and enables easier
insights. As an example of such an approach in the con-
text of the Kitaev-Heisenberg model, Ref. [23] studies
the corresponding 1D chains and subsequently makes an
interpretation of the 2D honeycomb model behavior in
terms of coupled 1D chains.
To form a 1D model analogous to the honeycomb one,
we remove Tz triplon and keep only one zigzag chain
of the honeycomb lattice, consisting of x and y bonds.
In the Kitaev-like limit K˜ = 0, these two changes are
equivalent as only Tz is active on the z bonds. Going
away from the Kitaev-like limit, as an alternative to the
6complementary K˜ interaction, it is more transparent here
to add bond-independent JXY interaction. Instead of the
model in Eq. (10) we therefore deal with
H =
∑
i
ET nTi +
∑
〈ij〉α
[KOαij + JXY(Oxij +Oyij)] (17)
formulated for a zigzag chain of alternating x and y bonds
with the bond direction determining again the color α.
Note that for JXY 6= 0, a slight change to the original
parametrization occurs: K = (K − K˜)orig, JXY = K˜orig.
Having now only three levels s, Tx, Ty in the 1D model,
it is possible to convert it to a spin-1 chain using the
transformation
Sx = −i(s†Tx − T †xs), (18)
Sy = −i(s†Ty − T †y s), (19)
Sz = −i(T †xTy − T †yTx), (20)
where the first two components of the effective spin-1
correspond to van Vleck moments v while the last one is
linked to the triplon spin J [see Eqs. (2) and (3)]. The
resulting equivalent spin-1 model is a Kitaev-XY spin-1
chain with single-ion anisotropy ET :
H =
∑
i
ET (S
z
i )
2 +
∑
〈ij〉α
[KSαi S
α
j + JXY(S
x
i S
x
j + S
y
i S
y
j )].
(21)
The phase diagram of this model for the K = 0 case (no
bond-alternation) was thoroughly explored in the con-
text of spin-1 XXZ chain with single-ion anisotropy (see,
e.g., Refs. [24–27]). Later in Sec. IV B, we will use these
corresponding studies as a reference.
A. Chain with pure Kitaev-like interaction
As the first step, we consider the Kitaev-like limit of
the model (17), i.e. neglecting JXY term. In general, the
behavior of all our models is determined by a competi-
tion of the triplon energy cost ET with the energy gain
due to the interactions. One can thus expect a quan-
tum critical point (QCP) separating a triplon gas phase
with small triplon densities (dominant ET regime) from
a phase characterized by strongly interacting triplons at
larger densities (dominant K regime).
Such a competition is captured by Fig. 3 presenting an
evolution for varying K to ET ratio. For a better under-
standing and to actually reach the QCP in this case, we
have extended the parameter range to the (non-realistic
in the present physical context but interesting theoreti-
cally) regime of ET < 0 with reversed s and T levels. The
data obtained by exact diagonalization (ED) are shown
for two chain lengths to assess the finite-size effects that
are quite small here. As seen in Fig. 3(a), for an in-
creasing interaction strength K, the triplon density nT
gradually increases with just a single hint of a change of
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FIG. 3. (a) Occupation of the triplon states Tx,y within the
chain model parametrized as ET = cosϑ, K = sinϑ obtained
by exact diagonalization. Results for the chains of the length
N = 16 and N = 32 are nearly identical. The insets show
a cartoon picture of the groundstate: At positive ET  K,
each bond can be predominantly in the bonding state as it is
mostly composed of s. At negative ET with |ET |  K, the
bonding states are incompatible and are realized only on every
second bond creating thus a valence bond solid. (b) Ground-
state energy per bond EGS measured by bonding state energy
Ebond (red) and the second derivative of EGS with respect
to ϑ revealing the quantum critical point (blue). (c) Spin
gap obtained as the difference of ground-state energies within
all-even sector and the sector with a single odd-parity bond.
(d) Examples of bond-dimer correlations 〈D1D1+δ〉 with the
dimer operator defined as a projector to the bonding state
of Eq. (22): D = |B〉〈B|. The value of the correlator at
δ = 0 gives the probability of the bonding state PB , at large
distances it approaches P 2B in the gas phase. Oscillations near
δ = 0 growing with ϑ are due to the increasing incompatibility
of bonding states at adjacent bonds. The correlation length
diverges approaching the QCP and long-range correlations are
seen in the VBS phase.
7the regime located already at negative ET . This QCP is
clearly revealed by the second derivative of the ground-
state energy EGS with respect to model parameters as
presented in Fig. 3(b).
To understand the energetics of the evolution together
with the nature of the two phases, it is convenient to
measure the chain EGS per bond by a ground-state en-
ergy of an isolated bond, as it is done in Fig. 3(b). The
ground state of a single bond – the bonding state – mixes
a pair of proper-color triplons and a pair of s in the wave-
function
|B〉 = cosφ |ss〉+ sinφ |TαTα〉 (22)
with φ given by tan 2φ = K/ET , and has the energy
Ebond = ET −
√
E2T +K
2. This approximately evaluates
to −K2/2ET for small K, capturing the perturbative in-
corporation of a triplon pair (energy 2ET ) by a process
with an amplitude K. The orthogonal combination to
|B〉 is the antibonding state |A〉 = cosφ |TαTα〉−sinφ |ss〉
whose energy starts at 2ET in K → 0 limit. Similarly to
nT , the ground-state energy measured by Ebond shows a
gradual evolution with the model parameters for most
of the parameter range apart from a change at QCP
[see Fig. 3(b)]. In the ET  K regime, EGS reveals
the dominance of the bonding states that seem to fill
up the system. This is possible since the bonding states
are composed mostly of s states that can be shared by
the neighboring bonds. For increasing K and thus an in-
creasing admixture of T pairs with bond-dependent color,
the bonding states at neighboring bonds have less over-
lap and the energy gain from K is reduced compared
to that of isolated bonds. At the QCP, EGS/Ebond ap-
proaches 12 and stays flat indicating a valence bond solid
(VBS) phase with a rigid structure where every second
bond hosts a bonding state. A more detailed inspection
shows that in the VBS phase, EGS/Ebond positively de-
viates from 12 with the difference scaling as K
6. This
energy gain can be understood within second order per-
turbation theory as an effect of virtual processes where
two neighboring T pairs disappear to make space for an
emerging middle T pair (total amplitude is K3) being an
intermediate state.
Interestingly, the smooth evolution observed in Fig. 3
suggests a picture of the dilute triplon gas at ET  K
being continuously connected with the dense triplon state
close to the QCP. It is further supported by a gradual re-
duction of the spin gap closing at QCP Fig. 3(c) and
an exponential decay of dimer correlations [Fig. 3(d)]
with the decay length diverging at QCP when the VBS
is formed.
In the Kitaev model, the spin gap separates the flux-
free ground state from the topological sector with two
fluxes. Within this gap, excitations from the flux-free sec-
tor carried by itinerant Majorana fermions can be found.
In our model, the spin gap shown in Fig. 3(c) separates
the ground state with all-even bond configuration and the
sector with one odd bond that is being flipped by the van
Vleck moment operator. However, in contrast to the Ki-
taev model, here the excitation to one-odd sector is lower
than excitations within all-even sector all the way up to
QCP. In other words, no modes (e.g. Majorana bands)
are present within the spin-gap. At the QCP, the lowest
excitations merge, including also partly the lowest exci-
tations to the other sectors with more odd bonds. The
special role of the QCP will be further demonstrated in
the next section – an antiferromagnetic condensate will
be found to emanate from it and an intuitive picture of
the critical excitations near QCP will be inferred.
B. Extension towards XY-chain
Having explored the Kitaev-like limit of the model
on the chain, we now consider its extension by JXY -
interaction introduced in Eqs. (17) and (21). As our main
interest is the qualitative illustration of the concepts that
appear in the honeycomb case as well, we do not focus
on the specifics that are related to one-dimensionality but
rather on the generic features that will be inherited by
the 2D lattice case.
Let us start the discussion with the pure XY-limit
where our model can be related to spin-1 XXZ chain
with single-ion anisotropy for which extensive studies are
available [24–28], mainly in the connection with the Hal-
dane gap problem. Its phase diagram is quite complex
containing a number of phases depending on the JZ/JXY
ratio and single-ion anisotropy D [corresponding to our
ET in Eq. (21)]: large-D phase, Haldane phase, two XY
phases, the ferromagnetic phase, and the Ne´el phase [27].
For the relevant JZ = 0 case that matches to our model,
it shows two quantum critical points. The first one at
ET ≈ 0.34JXY corresponds to the transition between
the large-D phase and the Haldane phase and its pre-
cise determination requires the detection of topological
features of the Haldane phase such as the edge spin- 12
pair [27]. The second transition to the Ne´el phase occurs
at ET ≈ −2JXY and in contrast to the first one is easy
to capture precisely [28].
The XY-limit of our model is numerically studied in
Fig. 4(a) by means of spin correlations obtained by ED.
Since the local conserved quantities are lost when in-
troducing the JXY interaction, we are now limited to a
shorter chain length (at most N = 20 sites) compared to
the previous paragraph. We employ both van Vleck mo-
ments [Sx and Sy components of the effective spin-1 de-
fined by Eqs. (18), (19)] and triplon spin [Sz component
defined in Eq. (20)]. The static correlators 〈Sαq Sα−q〉 of
their Fourier components Sαq =
∑N
l=1 S
α
l exp(−iql)/
√
N
at the characteristic momentum q = pi are plotted for two
different lengths of the chain and subtracted. The dif-
ference uncovers a correlation contribution scaling with
the system size (on top of a size-independent contribu-
tion) that we regard as a signature of a particular phase.
Though oversimplified compared to a full finite-size scal-
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FIG. 4. (a) Correlations 〈Sαq Sα−q〉 with q = pi for the chain
model with K = 0 parametrized as ET = cosϑ, JXY = sinϑ.
Data for chains of the length N = 16 and N = 8 are shown.
Their difference (shaded areas) represents the part of the cor-
relations scaling with the system size and could be used to
estimate the extent of the corresponding phases. (b) Approx-
imate phase diagram of ET − K − JXY model parametrized
as ET = cosϑ, K = sinϑ cosϕ, JXY = sinϑ sinϕ. The con-
tours capture the difference of the correlations 〈SαpiSαpi 〉 be-
tween N = 16 and N = 8 chains. Red and blue lines are
based on Sx and Sz correlations, respectively. Black squares
are reference points from Langari et al. [28] (ϕ = pi/2 line)
and from Fig. 3 (ϕ = 0 line). The top line with ϕ = pi/2
matches panel (a). (c)–(h) Imaginary part of Sx or Sz sus-
ceptibilities calculated for a chain with N = 20 sites at the se-
lected parameter points marked in panel (b). Panel (h) shows
also the boundaries (dashed lines) of the excitation continuum
for the effective spin- 1
2
Heisenberg chain.
ing analysis, this approach will later provide a rough
sketch of the phase diagram of the model in its entire
parameter space.
Figure 4(a) shows three regimes of the correlations for
the XY limit. The first one for ET  JXY corresponds
to the triplon gas with the correlations generated exclu-
sively by triplon excitations. It is quickly replaced at
about ET ≈ 1.5JXY with a triplon condensate character-
ized by antiferromagnetic (AF) correlations of van Vleck
moments M1α ∝ (s†Tα − T †αs). An intuitive picture of
the condensate can be based on a trial ground-state wave-
function that explicitly mixes the condensed T states into
a “pool” of s states
|Ψ〉 =
N∏
l=1
(√
1− ρ |s〉+√ρ i eipil |T 〉
)
l
, (23)
creating thus van Vleck moments. Here |T 〉 stands for
any normalized combination of |Tx〉 and |Ty〉 and ρ is the
condensate density, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. At each site l the hardcore
condition nT ≤ 1 is obeyed. While the wavefunction
(23) is more appropriate for the 2D case with static long-
range AF order, it still captures the transition between
the regime of a triplon gas (ρ = 0) and the condensate
with pronounced AF correlations (ρ > 0) and gives a
very crude estimate ET = 4JXY of the transition point.
This is based on minimizing the energy per site ET ρ −
4JXYρ(1−ρ) with respect to the variational parameter ρ.
Later in Sec. V B, we will develop a quantitative mean-
field treatment of the honeycomb model based on the
same type of condensation.
The second quantum phase transition (QPT) appear-
ing at ET ≈ −2JXY is to a phase associated with the
limit of large negative ET . At this transition, the energy
gain from negative ET overcomes the energy gain from
correlated van Vleck moments and the system collapses
to a state full of Tx and Ty triplons leaving the triplon
color as the only active degree of freedom. The costly s
state can be integrated out leading to an effective inter-
action among pseudospins- 12 describing the Tx, Ty dou-
blets. In the isotropic XY case under consideration, the
resulting effective model valid for JXY  −ET is simply
a spin- 12 Heisenberg chain with the exchange parame-
ter Jeff = J
2
XY/|ET |. It can be obtained by removing s
via second order perturbation theory and introducing the
sublattice dependent mapping
|Tx〉 → |↑〉, |Ty〉 → |↓〉 (even sites), (24)
|Tx〉 → |↓〉, |Tx〉 → −|↑〉 (odd sites). (25)
Because of the connection to the exactly solvable spin- 12
Heisenberg chain, hereafter we call the corresponding
phase the Bethe phase (Ne´el phase in the context of
spin-1 XXZ chains).
It has to be noted that while our second QPT for neg-
ative ET well corresponds to the reference data by Chen
et al. [27], the first change of the regime occurs for much
smaller JXY in our data than in Ref. [27]. On the other
9hand, we obtain a good agreement with the quantum
renormalization group (QRG) and ED study [28] of the
ground-state fidelity. This may be interpreted within the
triplon condensation picture as follows. The true Hal-
dane phase appears around ET ≈ 0.34JXY but this QPT
is preceded much earlier by our “transition” associated
with the onset of van Vleck correlations and correspond-
ing to the emergence of a triplon (quasi-)condensate.
Such a change in the ground-state structure is also re-
flected in the ground-state fidelity inspected in Ref. [28].
While probably not a real QPT, it is a crossover deter-
mined by the energy balance of the triplon cost and the
energy gain due to a formation of correlated van Vleck
moments. In non-frustrated situations, this energy bal-
ance shall lead to a crossover/transition at similar J/ET
ratios, depending mainly on the connectivity of the par-
ticular lattice. Therefore, the apparent discrepancy is not
essential because in the 2D honeycomb case, the emer-
gence of the condensate will correspond to establishing a
real long-range AF order of van Vleck moments.
After discussing both the Kitaev-like limit explored in
Sec. IV A and the XY-limit in the above, we now extend
the correlation-based approach to the full ET −K−JXY
model to obtain a sketch of the phase diagram presented
in Fig. 4(b).
The topology of the phase diagram follows from the
features already met above when inspecting the limiting
cases. Most of the phase diagram, in particular all of
its physically sensible part (ET > 0), is taken up by the
competition of the triplon gas and the triplon condensate
with AF correlations of van Vleck moments – components
Sx, Sy of the effective spin-1. The crossover is more and
more delayed when going from the XY-limit (ϕ/pi = 0.5)
to the Kitaev-like one (ϕ = 0). This is easily under-
stood by an increasing frustration in this direction and
thus a smaller gain from creating correlated van Vleck
moments. A larger interaction strength is thus needed
to overcome the ET cost. The remaining phases are re-
stricted to the area of large negative ET . Depending on
the balance between K and JXY, the system selects either
the VBS phase with every second bond essentially inac-
tivated, or the Bethe phase linked to the hidden effective
spin- 12 model – a Heisenberg chain – and revealed by AF
correlations of Sz components of the effective spin-1.
To complement the phase diagram, Figs. 4(c)–(h)
present dynamical correlations χαα(q, ω) = 〈Sαq Sα−q〉ω,
i.e. spin susceptibility associated with the effective
spin-1, calculated for several points in the phase dia-
gram. The gapped van Vleck susceptibility χxx = χyy
in Fig. 4(c),(d) for the triplon gas phase shows the dif-
ference between the local-like response consisting of two
flat parts in the Kitaev-like limit [Fig. 4(c)] and (almost)
continuous dispersion at large JXY [Fig. 4(d)]. Similarly,
Figs. 4(e)-(g) capture the evolution from the Kitaev-like
to the XY-limit response of the AF condensate. Here the
low-energy part is dominated by an intense linear mode
centered at the AF wavevector q = pi. Extrapolation of
data up to N = 20 suggests gapless response inside the
AF condensate region, within the precision limited by
finite-size effects that are pronounced mainly in the tran-
sition region. Finally, inspecting the susceptibility χzz
for a point deep inside the Bethe phase, we notice that
the dynamical response clearly reveals the hidden spin- 12
Heisenberg chain. For example, its excitation continuum
perfectly matches the expected analytical boundaries ob-
tained using Jeff = J
2
XY/|ET |, see the dashed lines in
Fig. 4(h).
An interesting feature is the “emanation” of the AF
condensate from the QCP of the Kitaev-like model.
Around that point, indicated by a black square on ϕ = 0
line of Fig. 4(b), the triplon gas consists of bonding states
that are about to form VBS, while for the AF conden-
sate above QCP we expect the state of the type (23). A
naive picture of the link between the two states that is
related to low-energy van Vleck excitations observed in
Fig. 3(c) can be constructed as follows: For simplicity,
let us consider mixing of s and T states in 1:1 ratio and
ignore the triplon color. Adopting the condensate wave-
function (23) with ρ = 12 , at two neighboring sites l, l+ 1
we have a state proportional to
|cond〉 ∝ (|s〉+ i|T 〉)l ⊗ (|s〉 − i|T 〉)l+1
= [ |ss〉+ |TT 〉 − i(|sT 〉 − |Ts〉) ]l,l+1. (26)
On the other hand, the bonding state with 1:1 mixing
is |B〉 ∝ |ss〉 + |TT 〉. Applying the van Vleck opera-
tor Mq ∝ −i
∑N
l=1 e
−iql(s†lTl − T †l sl ) with the critical
q = pi on |B〉, we obtain −2i(|sT 〉 − |Ts〉) which is ex-
actly the missing part to get bond state |cond〉 of (26).
The presence of low-energy van Vleck excitations that be-
come gapless at the QCP of the Kitaev-like limit there-
fore makes the “pool” of bonding states susceptible to
the formation of the AF condensate of the type (23) and
this condensate is indeed formed once JXY is added.
V. HONEYCOMB LATTICE CASE
With the basic physical features of our model being
illustrated by the 1D simplified case, we now focus on its
original version on the honeycomb lattice. While the 2D
lattice and one more degree of freedom bring an increased
complexity compared to what discussed in Sec. IV, the
overall behavior will turn out to be rather similar.
A. The case of pure Kitaev-like interaction
This similarity is seen already in Fig. 5(a),(b) which is
a direct analogy of Fig. 3(a),(b) capturing the competi-
tion between the gas and VBS phase in the Kitaev-like
limit of the model. Again a single QCP is detected, now
with a position shifted to a smaller K/|ET | ratio in the
negative ET region. The reduction of the VBS phase is a
consequence of the lattice connectivity – the VBS state
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FIG. 5. (a) Occupation of the triplet state within the hon-
eycomb model parametrized as ET = cosϑ, K = sinϑ. Pre-
sented for a hexagonal 24-site cluster and rectangular 30-site
cluster. (b) Ground-state energy per bond EGS measured by
bonding-state energy Ebond (red) and the second derivative
of EGS with respect to ϑ revealing the quantum critical point
(blue). (c) Correlations 〈nbnb〉q of the bosons b on the dual
kagome´ lattice. Size-dependent correlations at the character-
istic vector q = K′ detect the VBS state. The insets show the
correlations at ϑ = 0.95pi plotted in the extended Brillouin
zone of the kagome´ lattice at all momenta accessible when
using the 24- and 30-site clusters, respectively. (d) Static
pattern of the b bosons on the dual lattice suggested by their
reciprocal-space correlations. (e) Corresponding arrangement
of T -dimers in the original representation. Red, green, and
blue ellipses represent bonding states involving Tx, Ty, and
Tz, respectively. The shaded hexagons indicate flippable pla-
quettes. (f) The actual plaquette order in VBS phase. The
shaded hexagons indicate resonating plaquettes.
can only host a bonding state on one third of the bonds
compared to one half in the chain case, leading to a less
competitive energy gain. The formation of VBS consist-
ing of maximum geometrically possible number of dimers
(bonding states), i.e. Nbond/3, is seen also in the GS en-
ergy per bond measured by Ebond. This quantity stays
close to 13 and there is again a small positive deviation
scaling as K6 that indicates residual interactions among
the dimers. They establish a specific dimer arrangement
that we detect in Fig. 5(c) using dual b-boson represen-
tation on the kagome´ lattice as described in Sec. III B
(note that all the bond parities are even in the case in-
spected). The VBS phase is marked by size-dependent
reciprocal-space correlations of the b-boson density nb at
the characteristic momenta q = K ′ lying in the corners of
the extended Brillouin zone of the kagome´ lattice. This
suggests the real-space pattern shown in Fig. 5(d) that
is also the most probable b configuration in the ground
state. Translating it into the T -dimer picture, we obtain
the pattern in Fig. 5(e) which maximizes the number
of plaquettes carrying three dimers. However, the true
structure of the ground state is more complicated and
requires the following deeper analysis.
In fact, working in the basis of maximum dimer cov-
erings, an effective quantum dimer model (QDM) with
O(K6) interactions can be formulated. This QDM
“lives” in the all-even parity sector and captures both
the ground state and the lowest excitations. Leaving the
details aside, we note that the dimer model involves two
kinds of interactions: First, there is an energy gain ∝ K6
from dimer-dimer bonds which is constant for all the cov-
erings and which was already noticed in the 1D case with
just two trivial dimer coverings. The second contribu-
tion, being the actual driving force stabilizing the VBS
pattern, is enabled by the geometry of the honeycomb
lattice and corresponds to hexagonal plaquette flips with
an amplitude ∝ K6. They are captured by the QDM
Hamiltonian
HQDM = −t
∑
plaquettes
(∣∣∣ 〉 〈 ∣∣∣+ H.c.) , (27)
with t = 3K6/16|ET |5, i.e. by the kinetic term of the
Rokhsar–Kivelson (RK) model for the honeycomb lat-
tice [29, 30]. Using the connection to this well-studied
model we can fix the type of order in the VBS phase now.
The phase diagram of the honeycomb RK model, depend-
ing on the ratio of the flippable plaquette energy cost V
and the flipping amplitude t, was precisely determined
by Monte Carlo simulations [30–32]. Our V/t = 0 case
falls into the interval between (V/t)c ≈ −0.23 [32] and
the RK point V/t = 1 where the honeycomb RK model
supports a triangular covering by resonating plaquettes
(“plaquette” order) depicted approximately in Fig. 5(f)
which is the true VBS order for our model. The antici-
pated “columnar” order of Fig. 5(e) only appears below
the (rather close) critical point (V/t)c of the RK model
where the sufficiently large negative potential energy of
the plaquettes wins.
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Finally, we conclude the comparison to the Kitaev-like
1D model by a remark that the spin gap behavior for
the honeycomb lattice strongly resembles that of the 1D
chain case [see Fig. 3(c)], i.e. the spin gap gradually
closes as we approach the QCP from both the gas as well
as VBS phases.
B. Full honeycomb model
In this section we explore the phase diagram and to
a limited extent also the excitations of the full model of
Eq. (10) containing both the Kitaev-like interaction K
and the complementary one K˜. We do not go up to the
dominant K˜ regime characterized by strongly interact-
ing quasi-one-dimensional condensates hosted by zigzag
chains in the honeycomb lattice [12]. Instead, similarly
to the chain case, we interpolate between the Kitaev-like
limit and the isotropic limit K = K˜, being both positive
as derived. Phase diagram for arbitrary K˜/K ratio and
positive ET > 0 sector can be found in Ref. [17].
1. Phase diagram
Fig. 6(a) presents the phase diagram of the ET−K−K˜
model estimated by the method of Sec. IV B, i.e. by
tracking the cluster-size-dependent correlations charac-
teristic to the individual phases. Due to a larger local
basis of four states, lack of symmetries, and many points
to be analyzed, we had to resort to a combination of
small 6-site and 12-site clusters. This makes the phase
diagram rather semi-quantitative as seen for example by
comparing the position of the QCP in the Kitaev-like
limit obtained for much bigger clusters in Sec. V A. Nev-
ertheless, four phases in an arrangement resembling that
of Fig. 4(b) can be identified. Two of them – gas and
VBS phases – were already encountered in the previous
Sec. V A.
The left part of the phase diagram (ET > 0) is a play-
ground for a competition between the AF correlations
and Kitaev-like frustration of the interactions. In the
isotropic K = K˜ limit [top line in Fig. 6(a)] where the
bond interactions handle all the triplon colors equally, the
situation is analogous to the square-lattice case discussed
in the context of Ca2RuO4 [12, 14, 15]. Since the honey-
comb lattice is not geometrically frustrated, it can easily
host an antiferromagnetic phase associated with a bipar-
tite condensation of triplons captured by a wavefunction
similar to that of Eq. (23). This AF phase with “soft”
(i.e. far from saturated) van Vleck momentsM1 actually
takes the largest portion of the entire phase diagram in
Fig. 6(a). Going down to the region with strong Kitaev-
like anisotropy of the interactions and the resulting frus-
tration, the AF phase gets largely suppressed. One of
the highlights of the soft-moment magnetism based on
spin-orbit triplon condensation is the presence of both
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FIG. 6. (a) Approximate phase diagram of ET−K−K˜ model
up to K˜ = K estimated as in Fig. 4(b) via size-dependent
characteristic correlations. Hexagonal 6-site cluster and rect-
angular 12-site cluster were used. The model is parametrized
as: ET = cosϑ, K = sinϑ cosϕ, K˜ = sinϑ sinϕ. Red lines
show contours of the increase of the van Vleck correlations
〈SxqSx−q〉 at the antiferromagnetic (AF) momentum q = Γ′
when going from 6- to 12-site cluster. The correlations de-
tecting the ferroquadrupolar (FQ) phase (blue contours) were
estimated as described in the text. Black square is the ex-
trapolated position of the QCP for pure Kitaev-like (K only)
model [see Fig. 5(b)]. The dashed line indicates the tran-
sition between the gas phase and AF condensate obtained
using Gutzwiller-type treatment of the hardcore constraint.
(b) Comparison of mean-field (solid line) and ED results (cir-
cles, 12-site cluster) for nT at the top (ϕ = pi/4) and bottom
line (ϕ = 0) of the phase diagram. (c) Brillouin zone of
the honeycomb lattice (solid) and completed triangular lat-
tice (dotted) with indicated special points and the path used
in the next panels. (d),(e) Imaginary part of van Vleck spin
susceptibility χzz(q, ω) calculated in the mean-field approxi-
mation for the two points marked by d and e in panel (a) and
artificially broadened. The dotted lines indicate the disper-
sions of Eq. (33) with α = z.
transverse magnon modes as well as an intense amplitude
mode (dubbed “Higgs mode” in this context), that have
been observed experimentally in Ca2RuO4 [14, 15]. It is
an interesting and non-trivial problem for a future study
to analyze the effect of the Kitaev-like frustration on such
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magnetic excitation spectra. Later in Sec. V B 2, we only
make an attempt to address the gas phase close to the
AF phase boundary, by inspecting the excitation spec-
trum close to the point where the condensate is formed.
Focusing now on the large negative ET limit, we can
again notice similarities to the 1D chain case of Sec. IV B.
In this limit the singlets s can be integrated out leaving
us with an effective spin-1 model where the spin now
coincides with the triplon spin −i(T † × T ). The na-
ture of this model changes with the K˜/K ratio. For the
strongly anisotropic K-only case, one formally obtains a
biquadratic Kitaev-like model as a leading term:
HbqK = − K
2
2|ET |
∑
〈ij〉
(Sαi S
α
j )
2, (28)
with the active component α ∈ {x, y, z} given by the
bond direction as before. Compared to the usual bilin-
ear spin-one Kitaev model (see, e.g., Ref. [33] and ref-
erences therein), the behavior of the biquadratic model
is rather trivial. In the original language, it simply
counts the number of proper-color T -dimers and asso-
ciates an energy gain K2/2|ET | with each of them. This
selects a large number of degenerate T -dimer coverings
as the model ground state. At this level of approxima-
tion which misses the O(K6) interactions, the true VBS
ground state cannot be resolved. Furthermore, the low-
lying excitations with the energies ∝ K6 are not cap-
tured. Hence, in the Kitaev-like limit, spin-1 is not a suit-
able elementary object and bonding-state dimers should
be used instead, leading to the effective quantum dimer
model which we extensively discussed in Sec. V A.
In contrast to that, the isotropic limit K = K˜ can be
expected to be adequately captured by a simple isotropic
spin-1 model. Indeed, the preference of the total-singlet
T -pairs that may virtually transform into s-pairs and
back gives rise to biquadratic interaction described by
the effective Hamiltonian
Hbq = − K
2
2|ET |
∑
〈ij〉
(SiSj)
2 (29)
at the isotropic point K = K˜. Model of this kind is a
special case of bilinear-biquadratic spin-1 models that
were thoroughly explored for various lattices. On a
non-bipartite, geometrically frustrated triangular lattice
[34, 35] its ground state shows a ferroquadrupolar (FQ)
order [36–38] which does not break time-reversal sym-
metry but introduces a preferential plane in spin space
where the spins can be found with a higher probability.
For a non-frustrated lattice such as square [37, 39] and
honeycomb [40–42] the AF phase is more competitive and
the biquadratic model is just on the verge of the FQ and
AF order. This type of order, labeled as FQ in Fig. 6(a)
for simplicity, therefore replaces the Bethe phase of the
1D chain [compare Fig. 4(b)]. Note that here we refer to
the AF phase of triplon spins −i(T †×T ); this should not
be confused with the neighboring AF phase of correlated
van Vleck moments M1 which reside on the J = 0 ↔ 1
transitions. The detection of the “edge-case” FQ/AF or-
der is somewhat complicated, also due to the incompati-
ble geometry of the two clusters (6-site hexagon and 12-
site rectangle) that we use to check the size-scaling of the
characteristic correlations. To this end, as the character-
istic quantity we take the contribution to FQ correlations
〈QqQ−q〉 with q = 0 that is carried by triplon spins at AF
momentum q = Γ′. More explicitly, we decompose the
various quadrupole operators Q containing SαSβ terms
(see e.g. Ref. [34] for their explicit forms) into a momen-
tum sum Qq ∼
∑
q′ S
α
q−q′S
β
q′ and evaluate the four-spin
correlators of the type 〈Sαq−q′Sβq′Sγ−q−q′′Sδq′′〉 constitut-
ing 〈QqQ−q〉. The contribution with all the momenta be-
ing equal to the AF one is found to dominate and behave
well at the reference K = K˜  |ET | point described by
Hbq of Eq. (29). The resulting correlations obtained as
a difference between 12-site and 6-site cluster are shown
in Fig. 6(a). They suggest that FQ/AF phase extends
slightly further from its reference point than the VBS
one, though this result may be potentially biased as the
small clusters can not properly accommodate the VBS
state. As a general remark on biquadratic spin mod-
els such as (29), it is worth noticing that while they are
typically very weak in conventional spin systems, they
emerge naturally in singlet-triplet level systems; see yet
another example in Ref. [43].
2. Dynamical Gutzwiller treatment and excitations
As argued in Sec. III C, the Kitaev-like anisotropy of
the interactions should manifest itself by the localized na-
ture of the dynamic spin response which translates to the
flat dispersions of the spin excitations. Having now cov-
ered the entire interval from the Kitaev-like limit to the
isotropic limit, one might wonder about the correspond-
ing evolution of the spin excitations. Due to the limited
cluster size, ED calculations do not provide a sufficient
resolution to study such effects.
Here we adopt instead a dynamical Gutzwiller treat-
ment combined with selfconsistent mean-field approxi-
mation formulated for the triplon gas phase. Besides the
excitation spectrum, this enables us to obtain the gas/AF
transition point as a function of non-Kitaev term K˜. The
derivation starts with a replacement of s implicitly con-
tained in Eq. (10) by the operator
√
1− nT which dy-
namically accounts for the triplon hardcore constraint.
The resulting Hamiltonian is expanded and a mean-field
decoupling is applied leading to the quadratic Hamilto-
nian
HMF =
∑
i
(ET + Λ)nTi
+
∑
〈ij〉α
〈1− nT 〉[KOαij + K˜(Oα¯ij +Oα¯ij)], (30)
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where all the s, s† operators in O are left out. At this
point we have already relaxed the hardcore constraint.
Two effects of the hardcore nature of the triplons got
captured at the level of HMF: (i) effective triplon cost is
increased by an energy
Λ = −1
2
∑
δα
[
K〈Oαi,i+δ〉+ K˜(〈Oα¯i,i+δ〉+ 〈Oα¯i,i+δ〉)
]
(31)
(δ runs through all nearest-neighbors), and (ii) the in-
teractions K, K˜ are reduced by a factor 1 − 〈nT 〉 that
embodies the probability of another triplon blocking the
interaction process on the particular bond. After a con-
version to momentum space we obtain
HMF =
∑
kα
E
(
α†1kα1k + α
†
2kα2k
)
+
[
καk
(
α†1kα2k − α1,−kα2k
)
+ H.c.
]
, (32)
where the unconstrained triplons are labeled by their
color α = x, y, z and the index 1 or 2 referring to
the two sites in the unit cell of the honeycomb lat-
tice. It is convenient to choose the unit cell for triplons
of color α as a bond of direction α. In this conven-
tion, the on-site triplon energy E = ET + Λ enter-
ing Eq. (32) is complemented by the interaction term
καk = 〈1−nT 〉(K+K˜ηαk) with the formfactor ηzk given
by ηzk = 2 cos(
√
3
2 kx) exp(−i 32ky), and ηxk and ηyk be-
ing simply rotated by multiples of 2pi/3. Note that καk
depends on momentum k via non-Kitaev K˜-term only.
The 4× 4 problem contained in Eq. (32) can be diago-
nalized explicitly and yields the dispersions of the bosonic
quasiparticles
ωBαk =
√
E(E − 2|καk|),
ωAαk =
√
E(E + 2|καk|). (33)
The averages entering all the equations starting from
Eq. (30) have to be calculated self consistently via
〈nT 〉 = 1
4
∑
kα
(
E − |καk|
ωBαk
+
E + |καk|
ωAαk
− 2
)
, (34)
Λ =
1
4
∑
kα
|K + K˜ηαk|
(
E
ωBαk
− E
ωAαk
)
. (35)
The above approach is applicable through the entire
gas phase where the excitations are found to be gapped
(ωBαk and ωAαk > 0). Once the lower-energy ωBαk
touches zero at some point of the Brillouin zone, the
triplon condensation occurs with the condensate struc-
ture being similar to the one of Eq. (23). The corre-
sponding condition E = 2|καk| is first met at k = 0
which results in the following equation:
ET + Λ = 2〈1− nT 〉(K + 2K˜) (36)
determining the points where AF condensate starts to
form. The gas/AF phase boundary obtained this way
is presented as a dashed line in Fig. 6(a). It shows a
good overall agreement with the estimate by ED, cor-
rectly capturing the physical trend of a delayed conden-
sation when the frustration increases approaching the
Kitaev-like limit. As expected, the best agreement is
obtained near the isotropic limit which is also illustrated
in Fig. 6(b) where the isotropic-limit data (ϕ = pi/4) of
the selfconsistent 〈nT 〉 perfectly match the ED values.
In the Kitaev-like limit (ϕ = 0), the deviation is already
significant but still acceptable for our semi-quantitative
analysis.
With an adequate description of the excitations in the
gas phase at hand, we are now ready to inspect an anal-
ogy to Fig. 4(c),(d) presenting the dynamical spin sus-
ceptibility for the gas phase of the 1D chain model. To
this end we express the Fourier component of the van
Vleck moment operator ∝ −i(s†Tα − T †αs) in terms of
the unconstrained triplons as
Sαq ∝ −i
[
α1q − α†1,−q + (α2q − α†2,−q)e−iq·δα
]
, (37)
where δα is a unit vector in the direction of α bonds.
Next, we use the eigenspectrum of HMF to find the dy-
namic correlation function χαα(q, ω) = 〈Sαq Sα−q〉ω shown
in Fig. 6(d),(e) for two selected points in the phase dia-
gram.
Similarly to the chain case, the vicinity of the Kitaev-
like limit [Fig. 6(d)] is characterized by flat dispersion
of excitations with the modulation being generated by
nonzero K˜ only as it is evident from Eq. (33) and the form
of καk. Flat dispersions are the fingerprints of underlying
frustrations, and resemble the Kitaev-Heisenberg model
magnons characterized by two different energy scales [44].
The excitations in Eq. (33) have two branches for each
triplon color α that cover the entire Brillouin zone as-
sociated with the completed triangular lattice [dotted
hexagon in Fig. 6(c)] by periodic copies of the smaller
Brillouin zone of the honeycomb lattice [full hexagon
in Fig. 6(c)]. The intensity of these excitations in the
dynamic spin susceptibility varies through the Brillouin
zone – while the upper branch dominates around the
q = Γ point, the lower branch is most intense around
the AF wavevector q = Γ′. At the latter point (equiva-
lent to q = Γ = 0 in terms of the bosonic excitations),
the magnetic excitations will eventually touch zero en-
ergy signaling the transition into long-range AF phase
as K˜ increases. This is also observed near the isotropic
limit [see Fig. 6(e)] where the modulation of the origi-
nally flat dispersions by the complementary interaction
K˜ leads to a merging of the two excitation branches and
the result starts to resemble the excitonic magnon disper-
sion. In contrast to the Heisenberg model at the same
lattice, it is characterized by a maximum at Γ point, as
has been seen experimentally in the square-lattice case
of Ca2RuO4 [14].
The observed features of the presented gas-phase spec-
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tra close to the AF transition are expected to be al-
ready quite indicative for the AF phase. After the con-
densation, an additional excitation branch correspond-
ing to the amplitude (Higgs) mode will develop [a hint
of this can be noticed in the chain case when comparing
Fig. 4(d) and (g)]. Besides that, there will be also an on-
going redistribution of the spectral weight in the magnon
branch.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied singlet-triplet models that describe
magnetism of spin-orbit coupled d4 Mott insulators, such
as ruthenium Ru4+ or iridium Ir5+ compounds. Singlet-
triplet models appear in various physical contexts (see,
e.g., Refs. [22, 43, 45, 46]) and are of general interest be-
cause they host – by very construction – a quantum phase
transition from triplon gas to the ordered state of soft mo-
ments, when exchange interactions overcome a singlet-
triplet spin gap. The models considered here bring a
new feature into this physics: a magnetic frustration that
originates from bond-directional nature of orbital inter-
actions [5]. Similar to the case of spin-orbit pseudospin
J = 1/2 Mott insulators with bond-directional Ising cou-
plings [8–11] on a honeycomb lattice, the orbital frustra-
tion has a strong impact on magnetism of singlet-triplet
models [12, 17].
The main aim of the present work was to understand
how a triplon gas evolves into a dense system of strongly
interacting particles, in particular when bond-directional
anisotropy of the exchange interactions are taken to the
extreme as in Kitaev model. We find that this evolu-
tion is continuous and results in a strongly correlated
paramagnet smoothly connected to a triplon gas. Even
though this paramagnet misses the defining features of
genuine spin-liquids (many-body entanglement and emer-
gent quasiparticles) [2], it is far from being trivial. In
contrast to a conventional O(3) singlet-triplet systems,
spin correlations here are highly anisotropic and strictly
short-ranged even in the limit of strong exchange interac-
tions where the spin gap is very small. As in the Kitaev
model, these peculiar features of spin correlations follow
from the symmetry properties of the model – an exten-
sive number of conserved Z2 quantities that decompose
the Hilbert space into subspaces with fixed bond-parity
configurations. We have also shown that the model can
be mapped to a bilayer version of Kitaev model, but
with some additional terms in the interlayer couplings
which act to suppress gas-to-liquid phase transition in a
bilayer Kitaev model [18–20]. Exact diagonalization of
the model in 1D-zigzag chain as well as on honeycomb
lattice show that the lowest energy excitations are in the
spin sector (and always gapped). This is different from
the Kitaev model with Majorana bands within the spin
gap.
Going away from Kitaev-like symmetry of the ex-
change interactions towards isotropic O(3) limit, we find
that triplons condense into AF ordered phase at finite
critical value of non-Kitaev K˜ term. At K˜ < K regime
(and close to phase transition), spin excitations show two
distinct branches of weakly dispersive modes [Fig. 6(d)];
however, this result is obtained within a mean-field treat-
ment of the hard-core constraint neglecting any multi-
particle scattering processes. A quantitative description
of the highly frustrated magnetic condensate and its ex-
citations in the regime of K˜ < K remains an open theo-
retical problem.
Considering the model at negative ET values, we ob-
serve the links to some exotic models such as biquadratic
spin-1 and quantum dimer models. At negative ET and
small K˜ regime, we find a quantum phase transition from
strongly correlated paramagnetic phase to a plaquette-
VBS state of the triplon-dimers.
Apart from a theoretical interest in frustrated singlet-
triplet models, this study was partly motivated by mag-
netic properties of honeycomb lattice ruthenium com-
pounds, in particular Ag3LiRu2O6 [47–49]. This com-
pound is derived from Li2RuO3 by substituting Ag-ions
for those Li-ions which reside between the Ru-honeycomb
planes. As a result, a structural transition observed
in Li2RuO3 [16] is completely suppressed, suggesting
Ag3LiRu2O6 as a nearly ideal honeycomb lattice system
to study the interplay between spin-orbit coupling and
exchange interactions. Current data [47–49] shows that
this compound is insulating and has no magnetic order,
which would be consistent with the (correlated) triplon-
gas phase where interactions are either too weak to over-
come the spin-orbit gap, or they are strongly frustrated
preventing triplon condensation. As 4d-electron wave-
functions are rather extended in space, a direct overlap
processes can be sizable in ruthenates [50], thus raising
the possibility of bond-directional triplon dynamics in
this material. Future experiments probing magnetic dy-
namics are necessary to identify symmetry of the dom-
inant exchange interactions in Ag3LiRu2O6. Metallic
states induced by electron doping of this material could
bring some surprises as well.
Overall, the orbitally frustrated singlet-triplet models
show a rich physics, interesting theoretically and also rel-
evant to spin-orbit coupled Jeff = 0 Mott insulators based
on, e.g., ruthenium Ru4+ and iridium Ir5+ ions.
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